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Details of Visit:

Author: Barracuda
Location 2: Town Centre
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: October 2.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hr
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: The Georgian
Website: http://www.thegeorgian.co.uk
Phone: 01616787916

The Premises:

This was my first visit to The Georgian and I was quite impressed with the place. It was on a quiet
road in the centre of Oldham with parking nearby. Inside was warm & clean and I entered the
reception area to find 3 of the girls sat chatting with the receptionist/owner. The rooms looked well
equipped and very comfortable. 

The Lady:

I had wanted to see Steph for a while due to her good fr's and the photo's on her website. She has
long blonde hair, a great body and an amazing arse. Her boobs are small which was the only let
down being a big-boob fan. She is attractive without being a stunner and she has lovely skin. Oh,
and a great arse...mustn't forget to mention that arse!!!

The Story:

I showered in the room and waited for Steph - it seemed I was waiting for ages but as Steph was
with someone else when I arrived I didn't mind as I assumed she'd be freshening up for me.

When Steph arrived I found her to be very softly spoken and almost shy which really took me by
surprise. However after a brief chat and ice melted we started kissing and the fun began. There was
no initial massage and after the kissing I went straight in for some reverse O. I was down there for
ages and I hope Steph enjoyed it! Then Steph returned the favour and gave me OWO. Her
technique was good but there were times when I wanted her to take it deeper and to vary the pace -
sometimes quick and then slow. We then had sex in mish, doggy, cowgirl and reverse cowgirl and
this was excellent and then it was back to more reverse O, rimming and OWO. It was all very easy
going and things moved at their own pace.

This was also the first hour appt I had had and I was glad I could take things at a more leisurely
pace. I found Steph to be very easy going and willing to do anything I wanted. I climaxed with Steph
giving more OWO and despite having the hour I was slightly surprised that I only came once. This
was not due to any deficiency on Steph's part I might add it was just one of those days!

It's easy to see why Steph is so popular as she has a terrific body and is so willing to please. If I
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was being picky then I would prefer Steph to be more vocal as she is so quiet, and I would also
prefer Steph to take more control of proceedings but then no one is perfect! She is definitely a great
GFE - perhaps next time I might suggest a PSE and see how she differs.

I would strongly recommend Steph and found this fantastic vfm - I will certainly see Steph again!
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